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1. NIUDIES- LOGO & 
BRAND IDENTITY

Niudies is a solution-oriented brand for women.

Niudies is a lingerie brand that comes with a seamless 
design, push up, comfortable, medical grade adhesive, 
3 different skin tones, washable to upto 40x, silicone 
bras (push up), seamless bras, silicone underwire bras, 
matte silicone pasties (breast lifting) and more. 

The brand is positioned as a friendly archetype. It’s 
elegant in its appeal yet approachable and very friendly. 
It’s intimate in nature but outgoing and free spirited. 

Niudies is your pretty girl next door who is reserved but 
opens up like a Pandora’s box in familiar environments. 
She is outgoing, experimental, adventurous yet elegant 
and introverted. She is also smart, clever and funny.

About the brand

Brand Persona Energetic. Bold. Outgoing. Free-Spirited. Cool. Unique. 
Imaginative.

Kinda like Samantha Jones from Sex and the City.
OR
Moira Rose from Schitt’s Creek.

Brand Attributes Fun. Contemporary. Approachable.
Body Positive | Inclusive



Logo Explorations



Niudies

Brand Logo

Typography & Colours

Museo Moderno
Typeface for the logo & other headings

Lemon Milk Pro
Typeface for the body text







Packaging for Stick Ons

The idea behind Niudies packaging was to use abstract illustrations to highlight the 
product as well as continue with the nature of logo typeface and induce the same free 
flowing curvy nature into the packaging.



2. CONTACARE BLEPHARITIS- 
PACKAGING DESIGN

Contacare is manufacturer and marketer for 
Contact Lenses, Lens Care Products,Spectacle 
Lenses & other Ophthalmic Products. contacare 
manufacture and market different Vision Care 
products for Vision Care of patients.

They have different ranges of products i.e 
products for all users, products subscribed by 
doctors only and others. In that series, they are 
going to launch Blepharitis solution.

About the brand

About the Project Blepharitis is inflammation of the eyelids. They may 
appear red, swollen, or feel like they are burning or 
sore. You may have flakes or oily particles (crusts) 
wrapped at the base of your eyelashes too.

Hence, ContaCare company needed from packaging of 
their new product to the name of their new product as 
well. 



Initial explorations for Name

          /Suffix                 Meaning of the suffix

Bleph/Dynia-    Pain/swelling 
Bleph/ia-          Condition
Blephiasis
Blephism
Bleph/ites-       Inflammation
Bleph/osis-      Condition/usually abnormal
Bleph/edima-   Swelling of the eyelid
Bleph/oidein-    to become swollen
Bleph/oidema-  greek word for swelling
Blepha/soloid-  Solution 
Blepha/pexy-    medical term for fixation
Bleph/oid-        Colloid
BlephaCure
BlephaCare
Blephatreat
Blephaheal
Blephaid



Initial Sketch explorations



Initial Sketch explorations



Digital explorations



Digital explorations



Shortlisted Explorations



Shortlisted Explorations



Final Packaging



Final Packaging







3. TAUT AESTHETIC CLINIC-
LOGO IDENTITY & BRANDING

taut
/ta:t/
stretched tightly; tight
Taut aesthetic clinic is an aesthetic clinic concerned with 
face treatments and laser hair removal based in Rajkot, 
Gujarat. Taut means stretched tightly and that’s what 
I’ve tried to induce in their overall brand identity & logo. 

About the brand



Logo Explorations



Logo Explorations

Taut literally means stretched and hence I somehow wanted to induce the same in the logo. 
Therefore, all the logo explorations have been done in such a way where the logo  is made to 
look stretched or some letter. 



Final Logo



Brand Colours







Brand Collaterals







4. GITS COMAPNY STORE BRANDING

Over the years, Gits has developed a large 
number of products within its portfolio including 
Instant Mixes (Ready-to-Cook), Ready Meals
(Ready-to-Eat), and Dairy products. Gits is 
widely distributed across India & exports to over 
40 countries across the globe.

About the brand

About the Project As you know, GITS is a famous ready to eat food chain 
in India, their factory operates in Pune.At the entrance 
of their factory, they want to open a walk in shop where 
people can come and buy fresh products directly from 
the factory itself.

Hence, in this project i designed their store and its 
branding.





5. COSTUME STYLING FOR SHORT FILM 
“I PROMISE” FOR QNET COMPANY

QNET’s exclusive short film I Promise has been 
making waves and tugging at heartstrings 
worldwide. The ten-minute video speaks to so 
many of our shared fears, desires, and priorities 
that are now stronger than ever – especially after 
living through two years of a global pandemic. It 
follows a young woman’s journey – Hina Gupta 
– a young working professional from a middle-
class family in small-town India, as she strives to 
meet her responsibilities towards her family and 
battles with challenges in keeping her promises 
to those she cares about.

About the brand

About the Project It was a one month project where in I had to source 
as well style clothes for all the characters in the short 
film  with a given budget. There were 11 characters in 
total, and during the film we also had to show the main 
character’s transition from being a middle class family 
girl to higher class through her different attires. 







6. Illustrations done for Le15 Patisserie- Mumbai








